
Hydraulically
Sealed Hidden 
Compartment
Just when you thought a safe couldn’t get any safer. 
Conceal your most secret valuables inside a secret 
compartment that opens and closes hydraulically.

Specially Designed
Jewellery Drawer
Specially constructed drawers to keep jewellery safe and 
displayed in the most striking way.

Advanced
Biometric Security
Advanced biometric technology ensures that your safe 
can only be unlocked by your unique fingerprint.

Over 10 Unique
Lock Combinations 
Personalise your safe with a unique combination of Smart, 
Fingerprint, Code or Key to open.

Memorised

Fingerprints25

Smart Security Pin System

4-10 Digits

The wider surface force provides a greater degree 
of protection than conventional cylinder bolts.

Custom-made
Square Bolts

5X

6X
6-unique bolts-cyclone and 5-square thread locks 
secures the safe, preventing it from all forms of force, 
strike, and pry attacks.

Cyclone
Bolt Design

with Dual-direction
Setting Watch Winder
Keep your watches perfectly wound around 
the clock with custom watch winders that can 
be set to any specifications. 4X

OTHER FEATURES

SPECS

* Measurement may be vary as weights & dimensions approximate only * Consistent with our policy of continuing improvement, we reserved the right to alter any parts of these specifications without 
notice and without incurring any obligations * Pictures for illustration purpose only 

VR Imperial H 1780 * W 780 * D600

External Dimension (mm)

H 1630 * W 722 * D480

Interior Dimension (mm)

475

Weight (kg)

4

Watch Winder

4

Compartment

6

Cylinder
Bolt Lock 

5

Custom-Made
Square Bolt

Built-in Alarm
(3 errors passcode and 5 errors 

fingerprint attempts alarm 
triggered 60sec wait for 180sec to 

reentered)

Fake Passcode LED Lights Wall Mounted Ready
(Applied to VR Phenomenal

& VR Ultimate X)

Backup KeyExternal Power Supply
via Micro USB Port

Spoked
Handwheel
A signature of the VR Imperial, the spoked handwheel 
of the safe is disabled until the electronic locking 
systems are engaged, making the safe virtually 
impossible to crack open.

4X • 5 Watch Compartments 
• 10 Ring Rolls (12cm)
• 8 Ring Rolls (5cm)
• 32 Storage Jewellery Compartments
• 6 Bracelet Compartments

Time
Never Stops

with Electronic Locking Systems

www.valorforce.comBETTER SAFE THAN SORRY. Contact us now for information.

CLASSIC DESIGN THAT
STANDS THE TEST OF TIME.

The Peerage Safes

VR IMPERIAL

Look no further for the finest world-class safes with ultimate security. Whether your 
passion is for watches, jewellery, art or historical treasures, you’ll appreciate the 

painstaking details and outstanding craftsmanship that goes into the VR Imperial safe.

Luxuriously styled with a solid 12mm thick door, with specialised compartments 
encased in premium leather and reinforced steel body, the VR Imperial is the safe that 

triumphs over all.


